Abstract—Understanding 3D scenes have attracted significant interests in recent years. Specifically, it is used with visual sensors to provide the information for a robotic manipulator to interact with the target object. Thus, 6D pose estimation and object recognition from point clouds or RGB-D images are important tasks for visual servoing. In this paper, we propose a learning based approach to perform 6D pose estimation for robotic manipulation using Mask R-CNN and the structured light technique. The proposed technique optimizes the 6D pose between the target objects and 3D CAD models in multi-layers. Our method is evaluated on a publicly available dataset for 6D pose estimation and shows its efficiency in computation time. The experimental results demonstrate the feasibility of the random bin picking application.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, deep learning has shown its effectiveness for robot vision, especially with object detection and scene understanding. On the other hand, with the rapid progress in warehouse automation technologies, 6D pose estimation is an important task for a robotic manipulator to determine the exact position of the target object [10]. For instance, recognizing the 3D position and orientation of the objects in a scene is essential for a robotic manipulator. It is also useful in robot vision interaction tasks such as learning from real environments. Nevertheless, the problem is challenging due to the changing position of objects in the real environment. They appear to have different 3D shapes due to the lighting conditions and distortion, and their appearances on RGB-D images are affected by the occlusion between different objects.

Traditionally, 6D pose estimation of an object is performed by matching feature points between the 3D model and the 3D scene [4]. However, these methods require that there are plenty of features on the objects to be detected for matching. As a result, they have the limitation for feature-poor or textureless objects. Currently, with the development of deep learning, the state-of-the-art 3D recognition systems usually adopt two strategies: (1) Recognize the object in a scene with RGB images and project the 3D CAD model of the object to determine its 6D pose [14],[23]. (2) Use 3D deep learning methods for detection, segmentation, and classification to understand the 3D scene with RGB-D images and point clouds [15],[20].

Recently, 3D deep learning has become very popular for object detection and pose estimation by understanding the 3D scene. Specifically, Zeng et al. proposed a multi-view self-supervised deep learning technique for 6D pose estimation in the Amazon Picking Challenge [25]. They segmented and labeled multiple views of a scene with a fully convolutional neural network, and then fitted pre-scanned 3D object models to the resulting segmentation to derive the 6D object pose. Training a deep neural network for segmentation typically requires a large amount of training data. Typical computer vision algorithms operate on single images for segmentation and recognition. The robotic arms free us from that constraint by allowing us to precisely fuse multiple views to improve the performance in cluttered environments. However, deep learning in 6D object pose estimation approaches requires significant improvement for the development to make it simple and accurate.

In this paper, we propose an efficient technique to perform 6D pose estimation using the framework summarized in Fig. 1. It is based on Mask-RCNN with the input of RGB images and depth information. Mask-RCNN is a deep neural network trained to solve instance segmentation problem in computer vision [6]. The network detects objects and separates different objects in an image while concurrently producing a high-quality segmentation mask for each object. With the mask of each object, we accumulate the objects in multiple layers and then apply 3D triangulation from a structured light system to calculate 3D point cloud of each object. For the 6D pose estimation in multi-layer, we use a 3D CAD model to optimize the object pose with the ICP algorithm. It is used to find the best transformation that minimizes the distance from the multi-layer source point clouds with the 3D CAD model.

II. RELATED WORK

The main research topics of robot vision include accurate indoor object positioning systems for robotic manipulators (positioning the object), sensor based safety systems, the interaction between human and robot (machine vision), higher levels of realism in vision robot system (3D segmentation,
Fig. 1. The overview of our 6D pose estimation based on Mask R-CNN and the structured light technique. The RGB-D camera we developed using a gray-code pattern. From a single RGB-D image, object detection and segmentation are performed with Mask R-CNN. The 6D pose estimation is a result of the estimation between the objects in multiple layers and the 3D CAD models.

classification, recognition, and 6D pose estimation), and reactive planning and controllability in real industrial factory or workshop safety (machine learning) [11]. In this work, we investigate the existing methods related to object recognition and 6D pose estimation for robot vision using either traditional or deep learning methods.

In the existing literature, a number of 6D object pose estimation and 3D recognition techniques have been proposed. Recent state-of-the-art 6D object pose estimation systems based on deep learning usually adopt two main strategies: (1) The approaches using RGB and depth images for training and testing, to detect, segment and render the object with a depth image to optimize the 6D pose [8], [21]; (2) The approaches using XYZRGB point clouds for training and testing, to perform 3D classification, segmentation and optimize the 6D pose, or directly estimate the pose using 3D convolution on the point clouds [2], [5].

A. Deep Learning on Images

In [24], Xiang et al. propose a new convolutional neural network for 6D object pose estimation (PoseCNN). It learns to predict object labels for semantic labeling, and the object location and orientation. To improve the 6D object pose estimation, a modified ICP algorithm is carried out on the depth images using the output of PoseCNN (PoseCNN+ICP). PoseCNN is low inaccuracy due to the lack of depth information, but it can be performed in short computation time. When PoseCNN is combined with a modified ICP algorithm, the accuracy increases at a cost of large computation time. Pavlakos et al. present a novel approach to estimate the continuous 6D pose of an object from a single RGB image [14]. They combine semantic keypoints predicted by a convolutional network (convnet) with a deformable shape model. In [7], He et al. propose a 3D object detection and pose estimation pipeline using RGB-D images, which can detect multiple objects simultaneously while retaining a low false positive rate. The approach starts with template matching, generating a set of matches as initial results. They achieve an average success rate of 83.41% and limit the feasibility of some grasping poses. For example, in pick-and-place applications, objects in certain poses do not expose enough areas for suction, which might cause major picking failures.

B. Deep Learning on Point Clouds

Currently, neural networks are trained with 3D object datasets, and multi-layer neural networks are able to learn features automatically using a general purpose training model by 3D convolutional neural network. In [16], Qi et al. address the task of object classification on 3D data using volumetric CNNs and multi-view CNNs. They analyze the performance gap between volumetric CNNs and multi-view CNNs from the perspectives of network architecture and 3D resolution. Recently, multi-view convolutional neural networks [18] have been proposed with significant results for 3D shape recognition. By a novel CNN architecture that combines information from multiple views of a 3D shape into a single compact shape descriptor, they offer even better recognition performance. However, there are still some problems with how many views are necessary for a given level of accuracy. Qi et al. propose a PointNet, which is an important type of geometric data structure for the point cloud. It is highly efficient for object classification, part segmentation, and scene semantic representation. With 3D shape models, 3DShapeNet (a convolutional deep belief network) [22] learns the joint distribution of generic 3D shapes across object categories. They train a large-scale 3D CAD model dataset with volumetric representation for 3D CNNs to perform 3D object recognition. These significant 3D deep learning methods can achieve an accuracy of 83.54%. Using 3D convolution on XYZRGB point clouds for object pose estimation, Cai et al. propose a method to estimate the object’s translation and rotation with the translation error around 1 cm and the rotation error around 5 degrees [2]. It achieves an above 90% success rate for test objects using a robotic manipulator.
III. APPROACH

The problem in this work concerns estimating the 6-DOF pose of an object located in a scene, with the inputs given by:

- RGB images and depth information provided by a structured light system,
- a set of 3D CAD models of the target objects, one for each object,
- and the 6-DOF pose of the camera system.

The outputs are the rotation matrix and translation vector, which represent the relationship between the target object and its 3D CAD model. The proposed approach consists of three parts: (1) an RGB-D camera system developed based on the structured light technique, (2) detection, segmentation and the 3D information derivation of target objects, and (3) 6D pose estimation from the correspondence between the objects and CAD models.

A. Structured Light Technique

RGB-D cameras have been widely used to perform the 6D pose estimation of target objects for robotic manipulators. One popular 3D acquisition approach is to adopt a structured light system. The underlying technology is based on the principle described in Fig. 2. In general, the process of a structured light 3D acquisition system can be divided into three basic steps:

- **Encoding**: Encoding the 3D information into a sequence of patterns is performed in the temporal domain.
- **Acquisition**: A sequence of structured light patterns is projected to the 3D scene by a data projector and continuously captured by a camera.
- **Decoding**: The captured pattern-coded images are processed to decode and find the corresponding points associated with the projector and camera.

In the implementation, there might be some additional steps depending on the solution of the system developer. It often follows a procedure to create range images, point clouds or mesh models, possibly integrate several decoded coordinate maps, calibration, and the triangulation principle. The calibration is to determine the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the camera and projector, and the reconstruction is usually based on the ray triangulation principle by computing the intersection point.

We have developed a structured light RGB-D camera for accurate depth measurement with gray-code coding [19]. The 3D reconstruction is achieved by the ray triangulation principle with the estimation of intersection points. The accuracy and density of the obtained point clouds are both high, and therefore it is suitable for applications such as accurate shape measurements, 3D object recognition, and pose estimation for robotic manipulation.

B. Object Detection and Segmentation

For the real-time object detection, Ren et al. propose a faster R-CNN algorithm [17]. It is a region proposal network (RPN) that shares full-image convolutional features with the detection network, thus enabling nearly cost-free region proposals. An RPN is a fully convolutional network that simultaneously predicts object bounds and objectness scores at each position, which reduced the running time of the detection networks. To solve the instance segmentation problem in computer vision, He et al. propose Mask R-CNN (Regional Convolutional Neural Network) [6] with a high-quality segmentation mask for each instance. It efficiently detects objects in an image while simultaneously generating a high-quality segmentation mask for each instance. The network extends Faster R-CNN by adding a branch for predicting an object mask in parallel with the existing branch for bounding box recognition.

Mask R-CNN is a two-stage structure: the first stage scans the input image about the regions and generates proposals where there might be an object. The second stage predicts the class of the object, refines the bounding box, and makes a mask in the pixel level of the object based on the first stage proposal. The output of this stage is a binary mask for each ROI align in parallel to predict the class. The ROI is to determine the relevant areas of the feature map, and there is a branch generating masks for each object in pixel level. Particularly, the mask is quickly picked from the label of each ROI classification in parallel by the dedicated classification category. Both stages are connected to the backbone structure. The backbone is a Feature Pyramid Networks (FPN) style deep neural network. FPN applies a top-down architecture with lateral connections to establish an in-network feature pyramid from a single-scale input. FPN outperforms other single ConvNets mainly for the reason that it maintains strong semantically features at various resolution scales. The structure of the Mask R-CNN is described in Figs. 3 and 4. The object classification is first segmented on each layer and obtain the 3D information for the object by the structured light system. The number of the layer depends on the number of the object for classification.

C. 6D Pose Estimation

The object detection and segmentation on each layer will obtain the 3D information and directly perform the 6D pose estimation. To estimate the 6D object pose, we use the ICP algorithm. It is a robust algorithm for calculating the transformation between the object in the scene and the model. The algorithm aligns the 3D models and targets based on geometry, and is widely used to register the outputs of 3D scanners and 3D reconstruction for 6D pose estimation. ICP originates with two point clouds and an initial guess for their relative rigid body transformation. The major problem is to determine the correct data associations. Given the correct data associations, the transformation can be computed efficiently using a singular value decomposition (SVD).

Given two corresponding point sets of the model and the object by

\[ M = \{m_1, ..., m_n\}, \quad P = \{p_1, ..., p_n\} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The translation vector \( t \) and rotation matrix \( R \) that minimize the sum of the squared error:

\[ \min \sum_{i=1}^{n} \| R \cdot m_i - p_i \|^2 \]
Fig. 2. The RGB-D camera system with the structured light technique. Our RGB-D camera uses one projector and one camera. The encoding pattern is a gray-code pattern. The acquisition is the images captured by the camera for each pattern in the sequence. The decoding is a coded map. The 3D point cloud is derived based on the ray triangulation principle by the estimation of intersection points.

Fig. 3. The structure of our solution to perform 6D pose estimation based on Mask R-CNN and the structured light technique. With Mask R-CNN structure, the detected and segmented objects are accumulated in multiple layers. The 6D pose estimation of the detected and segmented objects is performed between a single layer and 3D CAD models for all object layers with the ICP algorithm.

The centers of mass of the two-point sets (model and object) are:

\[ C_m = \frac{1}{N_m} \sum_{i=1}^{N_m} m_i, \quad C_p = \frac{1}{N_p} \sum_{i=1}^{N_p} p_i \]

(3)

We subtract the corresponding center of mass from every point in the two-point sets before calculating the transformation. The resulting point sets are:

\[ M' = \{ m_1 - C_m \} = \{ m'_1 \} \]

(4)

\[ P' = \{ p_1 - C_p \} = \{ p'_1 \} \]

(5)

Let

\[ A = \sum_{i=1}^{N_p} m'_i p'_i^T \]

(6)

denote the SVD of \( A \) by

\[ A = U \begin{bmatrix} \sigma_1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \sigma_2 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \sigma_3 \end{bmatrix} V^T \]

(7)

where \( U, V \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3} \) are unitary, and \( \sigma_1 \geq \sigma_2 \geq \sigma_3 \) are the singular values of \( A \). The optimal solution of \( E(R, t) \) is unique and is given by

\[ R = UV^T, \quad t = C_m - RC_p \]

(8)

IV. EXPERIMENTS

Our structured light RGB-D camera system consists of a Flea3 FL3-U3-32S2C camera from Point Grey Research with the image resolution of \( 2080 \times 1552 \). The digital light projector is a DLP Light Crafter 4500 projector from Texas Instrument with a resolution of \( 1024 \times 678 \). The camera is installed at about \( 1m \) from the table and with a 30-degree angle looking down.

We apply the pre-trained network [1] to our own dataset with the Mask R-CNN model [6]. The objects detected and segmented by Mask R-CNN are divided into multiple layers. The number of layers depends on the number of the detected object as presented in Fig. 4. In this experiment, we place four bottles on a table and they are detected and segmented to...
four layers. In each layer, the 3D information obtained from the structured light system is directly used for pose estimation with 3D CAD models. Each layer is processed in a parallel way to reduce the cost of the computation.

In the experiment, we set up the scene with the objects placed randomly in front of the camera with different angles, as shown in Fig. 5. The target objects are recognized and the rotation matrix and translation vector are obtained for each one. In the figure, we show the 6D object pose in red and the 3D CAD model arranged at the RGB-D camera in purple. The 6D object pose estimation is evaluated as the percentage of prediction with a translation error less than 1 cm and the mean error in rotation less than 3 degrees.

In Fig. 6, we test our method using some bottles placed in a box mixed with other objects to make the scene more complicated. The object with unsuccessful pose estimation will be removed by the fitness score of the ICP algorithm. In the experimental result, we have selected two objects with the best pose estimation.

We have evaluated our method with the YCB-video dataset [3], a standard dataset for robotic manipulation tasks. It presents accurate 6D poses of 21 objects captured from multiple views and annotation of 6-DOF object poses with 133,827 frames. As shown in Table I, our proposed method achieves 87.4% accuracy. It outperforms with other methods [13], [9], except PoseCNN+ICP. However, in our system, the computation time can be reduced at an average runtime of 1.4 seconds per object. with PoseCNN+ICP, the accuracy increases at a cost of large computation time (approximately 10.6 seconds per object for the modified-ICP refinement [12]). The main reason is that we only find the 3D information of a single object with semantic labeling and directly estimate the 6D object pose by an ICP algorithm in a multi-layer.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a structural hybrid technique for 3D recognition based on Mask R-CNN and structured light 3D acquisition. With the object detection and segmentation based on Mask R-CNN and accurate 3D information from the structured light camera system, our approach is able to make the 6D pose estimation more robust. We use the 3D CAD model to optimize the object pose with the ICP algorithm and achieve low computation time with the 6D pose estimation in a multi-layer. The experiments using the real-world images have been carried out and the performance is evaluated and compared with several state-of-the-art methods. The results have demonstrated the effectiveness of our technique.
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### Table I: Some Results for the Pose Estimation on YCB-Video Dataset [3].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Supervision</th>
<th>Real-images</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PoseCNN+ICP [24]</td>
<td>RGBD</td>
<td>6D pose labels</td>
<td>113,199</td>
<td>93.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoseCNN [24]</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>6D pose labels</td>
<td>113,199</td>
<td>75.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepHeatmaps [13]</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>6D pose labels</td>
<td>113,199</td>
<td>94.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier et. al. [9]</td>
<td>RGBD</td>
<td>Object class labels</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>83.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OURS</td>
<td>RGBD</td>
<td>6D pose labels</td>
<td>113,199</td>
<td>87.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. The result of 6D object pose estimation with some bottles placed in a box with other objects. The two red objects are the output of 6D pose presented in a full 3D scene.
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